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ABSTRACT  

   

An issue with the utilization of swimming pools is that pumps are operated 

an excessive number of hours to keep the pool free of debris and algae. Case in 

point, according to the pool industry, a pump should operate one hour for every 

ten degrees of ambient temperature. A dynamic model and a control strategy have 

been developed using Matlab/Simulink that uses environmental conditions 

together with chemicals that hinder or aid algae growth in order to determine 

algae population. This model suggests ways to function the pump on shorter time 

intervals to reduce energy consumption, while simultaneously maintaining algae 

populations at acceptable levels. Other factors included in the model are pool 

thermal dynamics and pool pump/filter performance characteristics, since they 

also have an effect algae growth. This thesis presents the first step for an 

alternative way of operating a swimming pool by minimizing operating costs 

while eliminating algae. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Overview   

  Algae (i.e. bio-matter) have been an ongoing problem for swimming pool 

owners.  Pool filtration systems are frequently over-utilized in hopes to stop 

future algae growth. This domino effect leads to time and financial losses for the 

pool’s owner, since typical operational guidelines for keeping the algae under 

acceptable limits require over-use of the pool circulation equipment. There must 

be a way to take existing information to help detect more accurately when algae 

begin to exceed acceptable limits.  This thesis addresses one of the major 

components of the solution to this problem. The thesis presents a general model 

that predicts the algae population in a pool, based on an assumed weather profile 

and application of chemicals that hinder algae growth.  Eventually, in a 

continuation of this research effort, this model will be used by a device that will 

address this problem in the pool. The model will measure actual weather and pool 

conditions; compare it to the pool water temperature predicted by the model. 

Then, it will use the difference to adjust pool pump operating conditions 

(frequency and duration) to keep the algae under control. 

Characteristics of Model  

  The weather variables that will be included in the model include: wind speed, 

temperature, and solar irradiation cloud cover, and its impact on pool water 

temperature. In addition, the pool’s filtration system is modeled in terms of its 
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ability to remove algae and the nutrients that aid its growth. Thirdly, the model 

also captures the effect of added chemicals that stop the growth of algae. 

  Lastly, input factors have been gathered from a pool specialist and a local 

biologist to make sure the model is performing appropriately. This model 

developed can simulate different test conditions based on the kind of algae present 

in the pool. The results of this research constitute the first step to help consumers 

in reducing their misuse of money and energy. 

  This model has been implemented in Matlab/Simulink, and addresses algae 

population, concentration of chemicals that aid algae growth, as well as those that 

hinder it. The model also incorporates components of a previously-developed 

model that predicts solar heating and pool water temperature. The model is 

simulated for a period of seven days, under the assumption that such a period is 

representative of pool dynamics. 

Scope 

This thesis incorporates different phases:  

1. Develop a model which predicts algae concentration in a generic pool. 

Selection of parameters for the model that produce a reasonable behavior. 

2. Selection of a specific pool and estimation of the parameters in the model. 

Test accuracy of the model and alter it if needed. 
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3. Develop a control strategy that uses estimated weather conditions in the 

model, together with actual weather data, to modify the pump frequency 

of the operation. Test effectiveness of control strategy through simulation. 

4. Develop an actual controller (microcontroller-based) and place it in a 

specific swimming pool. Then analyze its performance. 

This thesis addresses Phase 1. The rest of the phases will be developed in the 

future, by other graduate students.  

Possible Eventual Implementation 

 

  This section suggests a possible hardware implementation strategy, even though 

that aspect is not part of this thesis’ goals. Figure 1.1 shows a possible hardware 

realization of the concept, implemented in a microcontroller, which has a 

simplified version of the model presented here. This hardware realization is a 

complex one since it requires the measurement of multiple pool variables. In this 

realization, the following variables are measured: ambient temperature, (Tamb), 

pool water temperature (Twater), solar irradiation (Irad), and concentration of 

chemicals that aid (Ca) and hinder algae growth (Ch). These variables are 

processed by the microcontroller, taking into consideration the predictions and 

assumptions made by the model, and as a result determine when the pump should 

be operating.   
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Figure 1.1 Possible hardware implementation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

  This chapter summarizes information about the following:   algae growth rates, 

minimal pool operating time, minimal amount of chemicals needed, dynamic 

behavior of alga. Algae (i.e. phytoplankton) have been an ongoing problem within 

the pool industry.  Countless dollars are spent by the consumers insuring that their 

pools do not become green lakes. The research for this endeavor has proven to be 

painstaking because information has to be gathered for three separate topics then 

merged together for this thesis. One of the topics is algae. According to 

Venkataraman, algae can be broken down into ecological communities [49]. 

Planktons are a type of algae that are found in water whereas; saphophytes are on 

soil algae [49]. Some algae can exist in different temperature climates. 

Thermophytes thrive in high temperatures but cryophytes prefers the opposite 

[49]. Then there are kinds of algae that dwell on or within plants or animals [49]. 

Some are found at the bottom of lakes; however, there are those that exist in salty 

environments 2 -17 times stronger than sea water. Lastly, there are lithophytes 

which exist on rocks.  Other things to take into consideration are the following:  

how does it get around, nutrients needed and sunlight. In regards to transportation, 

Goyal and Smith make some suggestions. Goyal mentions that some algae have 

flagella which allow them to move from one location to another while in water. 

On the other hand, Smith [reference] states that wind can play a role in the 

transport of cells. A side note, dust clouds starting on the west coast or the Great 
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Plains have traveled east of the Mississippi before hitting ground [42]. Algae are 

considered to be a rootless plant but it still needs sunlight. Case in point, algae in 

freshwater can receive light in water do to three conditions: water color, turbidity, 

and dissolved salts [42]. Depending on the type of light (i.e. red, blue or violet) 

and depth determines how far light travels in the pool [42]. Phototaxis deal with 

how phytoplankton responds to light [49]. Green algae have a positive phototaxis 

whereas stoneworts (i.e. black algae) have a negative one [49]. Continuing on 

about the importance of light, there is a concept called the Emerson effect. Robert 

Emerson observed in 1957 that exposing plants to two wavelengths of light short 

and long increased the rate of photosynthesis [49]. Shifting to nutrients, inorganic 

compounds are essential for the growth of algae [42]. An example of a nutrient 

would be something with nitrogen in the compound [42]. The University of Texas 

has an algae culture collection which can be viewed online [18, 34]. This website 

provides information on green and yellow algae along with suggested medium to 

grow it.  Some concerns came up in regards to where can these nutrients are found 

in nature.  Fertilizers typically have a good amount of the compounds needed to 

grow phytoplankton. Other ways to find where nutrients exist is provided at 

www.mindat.org [21]. 

 

  As stated above, this thesis had to combine three parts. Now, the attention is 

shifted to the swimming pools, recognizing that swimming pools are similar to 

freshwater environments. According to B&B Pools there are three kinds of algae 

http://www.mindat.org/
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which give the most problems with pool upkeep [30]. Green algae are free 

floating and/or wall clinging. Next, there are black algae which majority of the 

time dwells in the shaded areas where there are cracks, crevices and plastered 

pools [30]. Lastly, there is a mustard alga which normally dwells on the bottoms 

or sides of the walls of pools [30].  The store has different chemicals to help 

eliminate the algae. Chlorine comes in three basic forms: tablets, powder, and 

liquid. Typically, tablets are about 90% strength whereas liquid chlorine is 12%.  

Some other items used to combat phytoplankton are listed: algaecides, clarifiers, 

and phosphate removers.  The Myron L. Company has a solids checker device 

that checks what is in pool water [36]. Pool industry standard indicate that the 

water in a pool should be turned at least once a day.  B&B Pools states that green 

algae become visible when there are 10x106 cells per ounce of water. Algae 

mainly occur due to the following factors: sunlight, nitrate, high pH, low chlorine, 

and poor filtration. For the average pool owner these are pools terms that may not 

be known. The following website provides guidance assistance in this area: 

www.havauz.org/glossary/pool-a-b.htm. 

   What is the importance of models? With models a mathematical description of 

the process to be controlled or analyzed is created [25]. For example, quantitative 

models permit the investigator to do the following: predict future behaviors, 

observe patterns, and synthesize data [5]. From “Models in the Ecosystem 

Science”, models can be put into two categories: complex with more room for 

http://www.havauz.org/glossary/pool-a-b.htm
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error, and simple with less chance for error [5].  The next chapter will get into 

more detail on the model used, and the parameters used in the model. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY AND MODEL 

 

  This chapter presents the method used to develop the mathematical model for  

swimming pools. In this project, only simulation data will be generated and 

analyzed. The overall objective is to obtain a model that could be used as a 

template, regardless of the following: type of algae, amount of chemicals present, 

amount of nutrients present, size of pool, type of pump or frequency of use, type 

of filter, and weather conditions. The model is governed by the following three 

differential equations:  

dN

dt
q n q n k C N k C N k A V

p

o o i i a a p h h p p pool wind       

dCh

dt

m

V
k A I k N k decay T

dot h

sun pool t hinder p temp water   
_

( )  

dC

dt
k A V k Na

wind pool wind aid p 
 

The first differential equation is a first order equation with five terms, and 

it captures the time rate of change of Np, the number of algae cells. The 

concentration of chemicals that hinder algae growth is Ch. The concentration of 

chemicals that aid algae growth is Ca. The water flow out and into the pool are 

represented as qo and qi. For this model, it is assumed that flow rate into the pool 

is the same flow out of the pool.  no is the concentration of cells (i.e. cell/unit 

volume) leaving the pool and ni is the concentration of cells entering the pool. 
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Apool represents the area water-air interface of the pool and kp presents a 

proportionality value.  

The rate of change of algae is also proportional to the concentration of 

chemical that hinder or aid its growth (Ca , Ch ) and the number of algae. kh and ka 

are the proportionality  constants associated with these terms. The second 

differential equation is a first order equation with four terms, and it captures the 

time rate of change of Ch, the concentration of chemical that hinders algae 

growth.   mdot_h  is the rate at which chemical (i.e. chlorine) is put into the pool. 

For example, it could represent the rate at which chlorine tablets dissolve. V 

equals the volume of the pool.  It is the solar irradiation or light intensity of sun 

which facilitates photosynthesis in the algae. ksun is the proportionality constant 

(related to cloud cover) which mediates the impact of solar radiation. khinder is 

indicative of the rate at which algae (i.e. Np) is consumed by the pool chemicals. 

ktemp connects the rate of decay of chemical that hinders algae growth to the pool’s 

water temperature. Specifically, it connects the effects of water temperature to the 

decay of chlorine in the pool [8, 14, and 43]. 

The third differential equation is a first order equation with two terms and 

it captures the rate of increase of nutrients into the pool that feed the algae.  kwind 

is a proportionality constant that relates the influx of nutrients to the wind velocity 

and the pool area Apool. kaid  addresses the rate in which the  nutrients are 

consumed by the algae. Additional information, together with initial values of 

these parameters, is included in Appendix A.   
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The typical simulation explored in this thesis, consist of a pool in which 

two chlorine tables are dissolved in the pool over a period of two days. When the 

pump is on, the chlorine tablets dissolve at a faster rate than when the pump is off, 

since the water velocity passing past the chlorine tablets is greater when the pump 

is on. The pump is initially scheduled to run four times a day, at 30 minute 

intervals. This on time (30 min) is the control variable that is used to mitigate the 

effect of factors that increase algae growth. 
 

The model’s differential equations are captured in Simulink, shown in 

Figure 3.1. It consists of five main blocks: output, filter/pump timer, kpApoolVwind, 

kaCaNp, and khChNp. The output is a scope which shows Ch, Ca, Np, and np. The 

filter/pump timer block takes the pool water and its content and cleans it at rate 

based on the pump. For the simulation performed here, the filter is modeled as 

having 90% efficiency, and the pump runs 30 minutes intervals, four times a day. 

The kpApoolVwind block utilizes wind data from a file produced by the National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) corresponding to the month of 

July 1990. The wind data is stored in knots but and then converted to meters per 

day since the independent variable(time) is in days kaCaNp takes the total nutrients 

and the amount algae along with a proportionality value. This block causes the 

cell counts to increase whereas khChN p does the opposite . 
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Figure 3.1 Primary Simulink model.  

 

 

 

  Figure 3.2 deals with the pump timer for the pool. In this model it is a generic 

pump with, no actual horsepower. It only turns on four times a day, for a 30 

minute interval each. 
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Figure 3.2 Pool pump timer. 

 

  Figure 3.3 shows the internal content of block kpApoolVwind , as stated above. It 

takes July’s wind data knots and then converts it to meters per day. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Block that introduces Vwind into the model. 
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  Figure 3.4 is the internal content of khChNp block. It also calculates other terms 

such mdot_h, which is show detail in Figure 3.5, dealing with the dispersions of 

chemicals in the pool. Another function performed by the blocks of  Figure 3.4 is 

to decrease the cell count of algae in the pool.   

 

Figure 3.4 Factors that decreases algae cells. 
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Figure 3.5 Chemical dispersion. 

   

   
m dt mdot h dot h_ _

0

7z 
represents the total quantity of chlorine dissolved into the pool 

during  the overall simulation time, seven days. Chemicals are put in the pool 

during the first two days. The figure above has an expression that relates chemical 

dispersion and the state of the pump.
m m PUMPFACTORdot h dot h_ _ 

0
1b g

.  

PUMPFACTOR deals with the state of the pump being on 2.8 when the pump is 

on, and 1 when the pump is off. When the pump is on, the water velocity passing 

the chlorine tablets is greater, causing a faster dispersion. 
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Figure 3.6 Thermal model. 

 

Pool water temperature is an important variable in this problem, since it impacts 

the decay of chemicals that hinder algae growth decay term in of the 
dC

dt

h  

differential equation. Pool water temperature is estimated in a thermal model, 

Figure 3.6. This model takes in the weather data from NOAA to calculate the pool 

water temperature. The model takes into consideration conduction (to the side of 

the pool), evaporation, and irradiation, radiation heat transfer mechanisms. The 

results are fed it into (Figure 3.7) below. Figure 3.7 captures the factors that 

decrease the value of Ch in the pool. 
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Figure 3.7 Submodel capturing factors that decrease pool chemicals that hinder 

algae growth. 
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Figure 3.8 Submodel for keeping concentration chemicals above zero. 

 

  Figures 3.8 and 3.12 keep Ch and Ca from going below zero. These logical sub-

blocks are essential because there is no such thing as a negative concentration of 

chemicals or nutrients. Figure 3.8  reads the value of Ch via In1 and if it is less 

than 0 then it force it to zero. Ch values greater than zero are forced to 1. These 

output values(Out1) are multiplied with the output results of the decreasing Ch 

agents in Figure 3.4. This is called kmodifier.  kmodifier works in conjunction 

with the decision block of Figure 3.8.to help 
dC

dt

h  or chemical concentration stay 
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at the right level with change in time. Shifting attention to Figure 3.12, the 

diagram mirrors the overall behavior of Figure 3.8. The main difference is that 

Figure 3.12 shows the aid or nutrients for algae within the pool. It takes 
dC

dt

a  or 

nutrient concentration and integrates it to Ca       

 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Submodel that makes algae cells increase. 
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Figure 3.10 Submodel that impacts the influx of nutrients blown by the wind. 

 

  Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 show the various functions that work together to 

model algae growth. In Figure 3.10, nutrients come at the rate proportional to 

Vwind,and these values are fed into the submodel shown in Figure 3.9. The 

nutrients are consumed by the algae, a relationship which is shown in Figure 3.11.  

 

Figure 3.11 Submodel that captures factors that decrease nutrients. 
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Figure 3.12 Logic blocks to nutrient level above zero. 

 

   The next chapter presents the simulation results. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

  The chapter presents simulation results for a hypothetic pool with the following 

properties:  

1.Fixed:  

          Surface area:  15.94 square meters 

          Volume: 29.2 cubic meters 

           Location: Phoenix, Arizona. 

           Weather data: July 1990 

           Pump size: 1 ½ HP (flow= 40gpm). 

           Pump on: 4 times/day 

           Chlorine addition: 2 tablets that last 2 days 

           Simulation time: 7days 

2.Variables: 

           Size of Chlorine tablets 

           On time for the pump 

The Chlorine concentration, Ch increases until it reaches its maximum in two days 

then it starts to decrease as the simulation progresses.  Np and np both reach their 

lowest point around the fourth day. Ca is ever increasing because the win is 

blowing nutrients in. Since the pool pump only comes on four times a day, for 

thirty minute intervals, Ca has a chance to increase in the pool.  Shown below are 

three simulation results corresponding to three pump on-time intervals. Of all the 
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simulations, the one that has the greatest impact on the pool is shown in Figure 

4.3. Since the pump being on so long, it makes the algae concentration stay low 

over a considerable amount of time.     

 

Figure 4.1. Simulation results: 2 tablets, 15 minute pump on time, 4 times a day. 
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Figure 4.2 Simulation Results: 2 tablets, 30 minute pump on time, 4 times a day. 
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Figure 4.3 Simulation Results: 2 tablets, 45 minute pump on time, 4 times a day. 

   Table 4.1 shows an overall comparison of the monthly cost of pump usage 

based on hours per day. The traditional way to operate a pool is to run the pump 

one hour for every ten degrees of outside temperature (in 
0
F). The following 

assumptions were made in calculating the figures in the table: electrical energy 

cost is $0.12 /KWh, pump size 1.5HP, maximum daily temperature for the month 

of July, 110 degrees Fahrenheit.  If the pump is run in traditional way based on 

daily temperature, the monthly cost would be approximately $45. On the other 

hand, running the pump non-traditionally four times a day, at 45 minute duration 

intervals, would cost the customer $12 for the entire month. This gives the 
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customer a net savings of $33.  The $45 is considered as a reference value that is 

subtracted from to get the savings.   Table 4.2 shows the impact of pump usage on 

eliminating algae cells. As expected, algae cell count was decreased the most 

when the pump was operated four times per day with the 45 minute time interval.    

Table 4.1 

Pump costs1 

Pump Operation  

hr/day 

Estimated Monthly for 

pump usage($) 

Saving 

($) 

11 45 Reference 

1 4 41 

2 8 37 

3 12 33 

 

Table 4.2 

 Algae pool percentage. 1 

Pump Operation Time (minutes) % Cell 

Count 

15 229 

30 12 

45 0 

note: % cell count is computed using: 

N N

N

p p

p

f o

o


*100%  

N p f
= final cell count at end of simulation 

N po
= cell count at the beginning of simulation 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION and RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Conclusions 

 

  Algae have been an ongoing problem for swimming pool owners. Pool filtration 

systems are frequently over-utilized in hopes to stop future algae growth. This 

leads to time and financial losses for the pool’s owner, since typical operational 

guidelines for keeping the algae under acceptable limits suggest over-use of the 

pool circulation equipment.  This thesis begins to address this problem and 

provides the first step in the solution to this problem. It presents a general model 

that predicts algae population in a pool, based on an assumed weather profile, and 

application of chemicals that hinder algae growth. 

Characteristics of Model  

 

  The model developed has been implanted in, Matlab/Simulink which predicts 

algae population in a swimming pool. The model also includes concentration of 

agents which aid and hinder algae growth. The model also incorporates 

components of a previously-developed thermal model that predict pool water 

temperature, depending on weather conditions.  The weather variables included in 

the model include: wind speed, ambient temperature, relative humidity solar 

irradiation, and cloud cover. All of these variables are used to calculate pool water 

temperature. In addition, the pool’s filtration system is modeled in terms of its 

ability to remove algae and the nutrients that aid its growth. The model also  
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captures the effect of adding chemicals that stop growth of algae. The model is 

simulated for a period of seven days, under the assumption that such a period is 

representative of pool dynamics. The water quality and chemistry parameters 

associated with this model do not correspond to a specific pool. Instead, these 

model parameters have been chosen so that simulation results appear reasonable. 

Parameters for the thermal part of the model correspond to a typical pool. 

Recommendations 

 

  The next step in the solution to this problem is to correlate the model developed 

to a specific pool. This process will require the adjustment of parameters in the 

model so that the model does indeed predict the behavior of the specific pool. 

This process is typically called parameter estimation.  Once a model is available 

for a specific pool, the next step is to develop a control scheme, and implement 

proposed control action in hardware, most likely using a microcontroller. This 

microcontroller will turn the pool pump on, only as much as it is necessary to 

keep algae under control. Two possible control schemes are suggested. The first 

one utilizes multiple sensors, while the second one utilizes only one sensor. 

Control Implementation #1 

 

  Figure 5.1 offers a possible implementation. This control implementation utilizes 

the behavior predicted by the model and compares it with actual conditions in the 

pool. It uses the differences between these two to adjust the pumps on time that 

was predicted by the model. 
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Figure 5.1 Control Implementation#1. 

 

  The system will incorporate sensors that measure the following variables: Irad 

represents the amount solar irradiation hitting the pool,    Tamb is the air 

temperature, Twater is the temperature of the water in the pool, Ca/Ch are 

indicative of the concentrations of chemicals that aid and hinder algae growth (i.e. 

nutrients and chemicals such as chlorine).  For these last sensors, the type 

electrode used in them will depend on the type of chemicals or nutrients that need 

to be measured. Finally, the pump will run based on the command given by the 

microcontroller.  Since the pump is operating much less than the conservative 

guidelines used in the pool industry, the system will save energy, and also save 

electricity costs for the pool owner. This saving is realized by operating the pump 
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being operational only to keep the algae at acceptable levels. 

Control Implementation #2 

 

  This control implantation is a simplified version of the first one. It is shown in 

Figure 5.2. 

 

Figure 5.2: Control Implementation #2. 

 

  It only uses water temperature (Twater). Water temperature is particularly a key 

variable, since it reflects the combined effect of many other environmental 

variables (solar irradiation, relative humidity, ambient temperature). In this 

implementation, the actual water temperature of the water is compared with the 

values used in the internal model. If the actual water temperature is higher than 
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what was assumed in the internal model, the on-time that the pump is on is 

increased. This process is shown in Figure 5.3. 

 

Figure 5.3: Diagram for Control Implementation #2. 

 

Investigating degradation of pool chemicals due to sunlight 

An aspect that is extremely relevant to pool dynamics is the degradation of pool 

chemicals due to sunlight. Notice that the differential equation:   

dCh

dt

m

V
k A I k N k decay T

dot h

sun pool t hinder p temp water   
_

( )
 

has two environmental factors  that reduce Ch : solar irradiation (It) and pool 

water temperature factor decay(Twater). An important task that should be carried 

out on the next phase of this project is to determine the relative weights of these 
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two factors. Results of such study might have an impact on the time of day when 

the pump is operated. It might also reveal that it is advantageous to dispense 

chlorine only after the sun goes down. 

Possible sources for low-cost sensors 

  A key concept for making the proposed systems cost effective is to use hobby-

type components, rather than laboratory-type sensors. The website 

http://www.scitoyscatalog.com/  sells parts that can be utilized in the set up.  The 

following website shows how to build the electrochemical sensors:  http://sci-

toys.com/scitoys/scitoys/echem/batteries/batteries.html 

Specific Types of Algae 

  The model that has been developed is a general model; it does not address a 

specific type of algae. The University of Texas at Austin has a biology department 

that is known for its expertise in algae. They have extensive information on the 

different strands of algae (which are also available for purchase). They also have 

information regarding the methods used to detect their presence along with which 

nutrients needed to grow them. In other words, the availability of the nutrient is 

also an indication that particular algae is likely to occur. There were three 

compounds that stood out:  KCL, NaNO3, and Na2EDTA*2H2O. It would be 

beneficial to further investigate the type algae found in Arizona pools and their 

characteristics.  

 

http://www.scitoyscatalog.com/
http://sci-toys.com/scitoys/scitoys/echem/batteries/batteries.html
http://sci-toys.com/scitoys/scitoys/echem/batteries/batteries.html
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A ALGAE SCRIPT CODE 
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%Script file for algae Matlab files 

%Calculate the amount of chemical per day being used... 

%qho=.0714; %m^3/day 

pumpfactor_on=2.8; 

pumpfactor_off=1; 

%Ch=.03; 

%main block  

% filter ratio of the input vs output 

filter_ratio=.1; 

% flowrate into the pool "qi" and "qo" for out of the pool  

% qi=qo 

 qi=.0025*60*60*24; % units m3/day 

 qo=.0025*60*60*24; % units m3/day 

% volume of the pool"V" with units in m^3 

V=29.2; %m^3 

% Np equals the number cells in the pool 

% np equals the number cells/volume 

liquidounceNp=10e6;%when it becomes visible per liquid ounce (US) 

Np= (1/.00003)*liquidounceNp; %when it becomes visible per cubic meter 

Np0=.5*Np; % 1/2 half of when algae becomes visible 

pumptimer=.031;%.0104 15mins, .021 30mins, .031 45mins represents when the 

pump is on.  

% pool size 7700 gal = 29.2 m^3,  

% according to B&B pools a chemical called solid shock must be applied 1 lb per 

% 10000 gallon, since our pool size is 7700 gal then .77 lb is needed 

% .77 lb = .3493 kg 

% let's assume that nutrients coming in is the quantity as chemicals coming 

% in .77 lb = .3493 kg 

 

%thermal block 

%hinder block 

%qh=.00002; %rate at which chemicals are dropped into the pool m^3/hr 

Apool=15.94; % area of the swimming pool m^2 

m_dot_h= ((.5*.99)/2.205)*2; % amount of chemicals being dropped in kg for 2 

tablets 

kalg_h=1.7e-11; % constant for the amount of algae being hindered kg/ 

(cells*day) 1.7e-11 

%It=1413; %solar irradiation/intensity w/m^2 

ksun=1e-9; %constant involving cloud cover 1e-8 

ktemp=1e-2;% proportionality constant 1e-3 

Tref=70+460% converts the pools Tref from 70 degrees F to degrees R 
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%Ch0=.3493/29.2;% the intial value of chemicals in kg/m^3 FOR THE 

MOMENT ASSUME QUANITY EQUAL TO Ca (Nutrients) 

%also the amount of chemicals to eliminate algae when it becomes visual  

%Ch00=.5*Ch0% only half of the chemicals to remove have of the algae when it 

becomes visible 

%Aid block units kg/ (m^3*hr*watts) 

%Ca0=.3493/29.2;% the intil value of nutrients in kg/m^3 

kwind=1e-6; %constant involving Vwind units kg/m^3 value 1e-6 

 

Apool=15.94; % area of the swimming pool units m^2 

Vwind_multiplier=44448; %wind speed that blows in cells and nutrients into the 

pool in knots from NOAA July data file in knots the  

%multiplier converts it to m/day  

kaid=1.7e-11; % constant for the amount algae consuming nutrients 

kg/(cells*day) value 1e-11 

init_ca=0.2 

%total_ca= 45.09e3 %the nutrients in kilograms 

%m_dot_a= m_dot_h; 

%np0=.5*Np; % 1/2 half of when algae becomes visible 

%main block 

kp=1e-1;%m^3/(kg*day)value range 1-9 

ka=7.5e-1;%m^3/(kg*day)value range 1-9 

kh=1e-1;%m^3/(kg*day)value range 1-9 

%Np_blown_in=3; 

%This section controls pool pump operation with respect to temperatures 

%reads in input data for June, July, August...  

 %data_jun= wk1read ('phxjun90.wq1'); 

 data_jul= wk1read ('phxjul90.wq1'); 

 %data= xlsread ('phxjul90.xls'); 

 

global Wfactor 

global L nu 

global Twater Pwater_vapor 

global k_evap 

global rho  

% pool parameters 

L=26; 

W=20; 

Area= (L*W)*.0929; % now it is converted m^2 /% pool surface area, ft^2 

Vol= (18000/7.48)*.02832; %now it is converted m^3/% pool volume, ft^3 

(intially in gal) 

Tground=60; %ground temperature, degF 

Awet=970*.0929; %now converted to m^2/% pool wet area, ft^2 

rho =(62.4/2.205)*(1/.02832) ; % desity of water , lbm/ft^3 
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Cp=1; % ratio of specific heat 

nu=0.001; 

Wfactor=0.5; % wind attenuation factor 

k_evap=1.2; % evaporation coeffficent (in-floor=??) 

% Ttp=50; 

% Tbp=45; 

Twater= [35 40 45 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120]; 

Pwater_vapor= [.09992 .12166 .14748 .17803 .2563 .3632 .5073 .6988 .9503 

1.2763 1.6945]; 

%time_array= data_jul(:,1); 

time_array= data_jul(:,1); 

% get first and last elements  

t_initial=time_array (1); 

t_final=time_array (length (time_array)); 

% establish sunrise-sunset 

t_zenith= 12.75/24;        % when sun is at the highest 

t_sr =   7/24   ;        % sun rise 

t_ss =   18.5/24;        % sun set 

%average daily insolation (Btu/hr/ft^2) % now converted to (kWh/hr/m2)  

ave_daily_inso=2737*(1055/3600e6)*(1/.0929); % for Jul 

%simulate the model (note: this executes it, but it does not open the file  

sim ('the_total_algae_model_10_22_12_kmodifier.mdl') 

% Set required parameters for the Simulink model 

  set_param ('the_total_algae_model_10_22_12_kmodifier', 'SaveOutput', 'on'); 

  set_param ('the_total_algae_model_10_22_12_kmodifier', 'SaveFormat', 

'StructureWithTime'); 

  simplot (CombinedPlots); 

[hfig, haxes, hlines] = simplot (CombinedPlots); % Plot the data and obtain 

handles to the axes 

% Label the axes 

set (get(haxes(1),'ylabel'), 'string', 'Np, # of cells'); 

set (get(haxes(2),'ylabel'), 'string', 'np, Np/m^3'); 

set (get(haxes(3),'ylabel'), 'string', 'Ca, kg/m^3'); 

set (get(haxes(4),'ylabel'), 'string', 'Ch, kg/m^3'); 

xlabel ('Time, day(s)');  
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APPENDIX 

B  MODEL VALUES TABLE 
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MODEL VALUES 1 

Model Variables Explained Rev. 

07 
    

Variabl

e 
Description 

Custom 

Units 

Conv

ersion 

Multi

plier 

To 

Mode

l 

Units 

Model Units 

Descri

ptions 

of 

Units 

Vari

able 

or 

Cons

tant 

Filter 

main 

block 

            

qo 
outgoing 

flow 

40 

gal/min 
5.45 280m3/day V/T 

Vari

able 

qi ingoing flow 
40 

gal/min 
5.45 280m3/day V/T 

Vari

able 

V pool volume 
7700 

gal  

3.78E

-03 
29.2 m3 V 

Cons

tant 

Apool pool area 
171.57 

ft2 
0.093 15.94m2 L2 

Cons

tant 

Np  

number of 

cells in order 

to be visible 

in pool 

9.856 

E12 
none 9.856 E12 

# or 

cells 

Vari

able 

np(0) np(0)=.5*np 

640 

million/

gal 

264 
168960 

million/m3 

# or 

cells/

V 

Vari

able 

np 

number of 

cells per unit 

volume 

1280 

million/

gal 

264 
337920 

million/m3 

cells/

V 

Cons

tant 

no filter input 

1280 

million/

gal 

264 
337920 

million/m3 

cells/

V 

Cons

tant 

ni filter output .1*no   .1*no 
cells/

V 

Cons

tant 

f 
filter 

efficiency 
0.9   0.9 

unit 

less 

Cons

tant 

ka 

constant 

involving the 

amount 

nutrients 

gal/(lb*

day) 
0 to 9 m3/(kg*day) 

V/(W

*T) 

Vari

able 
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consumed 

Ca 

amount of 

the nutrients 

to grow algae 

in the pool  

lb/gal 119  kg/m3 W/V 
Cons

tant 

Ch 

amount of 

the chemicals 

to stop algae 

growth in the 

pool  

lb/gal 119 kg/m3 W/V 
Cons

tant 

kh 

amount of 

chemicals 

consumed 

gal/(lb*

day) 
0 to 9 m3/(kg*day) 

V/(W

*T) 

Vari

able 

kp 

amount of 

Vwind 

permitted to 

get into pool 

area 

gal/(lb*

day) 
0 to 9 kg/(m3*day) 

V/(W

*T) 

Vari

able 

Vwind 

Velocity 

wind that 

blows in 

cells and 

nutrients in 

the pool. 

Data come 

NOAA file 

for July 

month in 

Knots 

# knots 44448 
(44448m/day)* 

knots values 
L/T 

Vari

able 

m_dot_

h 

m_dot_h0(1+

pumpfactor) 

helps in 

calculating 

the total 

chemical in 

the pool over 

a given time 

period 

lb/day 0.454 kg/day W/T 
Vari

able 

pumpon pumpfactor 2.8 none 2.8 
unit 

less 

Cons

tant 

pumpof

f 
pumpfactor 1 none 1 

unit 

less 

Cons

tant 
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Nutrien

ts 
            

1/V 
inverse of 

pool volume 

1/7700 

gal  
264 1/29.2 m3 1/V 

Cons

tant 

kwind 

amount of 

the Vwind 

that is 

permitted to 

blow in cells 

or nutrients 

lb/gal 
1.00E

-07 
kg/m3 W/V 

Cons

tant 

Apool pool area 
171.57 

ft2 
0.093 15.94m2 L2 

Cons

tant 

Vwind 

Velocity 

wind that 

blows in 

cells and 

nutrients in 

the pool. 

Data come 

NOAA file 

for July 

month in 

Knots 

# knots 44448 
(44448m/day)* 

knots values 
L/T 

Vari

able 

kaid 

amount of 

nutrients 

consumed 

per hour by 

algae 

lb/(cell

s*day) 

1e-5 

to 1e-

11 

kg/(cells*day) 

W/(ce

lls*da

y) 

Vari

able 

Np 
number of 

cells 

9.856 

E12 
none 9.856 E12 

# or 

cells 

Vari

able 

Ca 

amount of 

the nutrients 

to grow algae 

in the pool  

lb/gal 119 kg/m3 W/V 
Cons

tant 

m_dot_

a 

m_dot_a0(1+

pumpfactor) 

helps in 

calculating 

the total 

nutrients in 

the pool over 

a given time 

period 

lb/day 0.454 kg/day W/T 
Vari

able 

Chemic             
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als 

1/V 
inverse of 

pool volume 

1/7700 

gal  
264 1/29.2 m3 1/V 

Cons

tant 

qh 

rate 

chemicals are 

placed in the 

pool 

gal/day 
3.80E

-03 
m3/day V/T 

Vari

able 

ph 

amount of 

chemicals 

per unit 

volume 

lb/gal 119 kg/m3 W/V 
Cons

tant 

ksun 

amount of 

solar 

irradiation 

permitted to 

get through 

via cloud 

cover 

lb/(day

*hp) 

1.00E

-04 
kg/(day*watts) 

W/(T*

P) 

Vari

able 

Apool pool area 
171.57 

ft2 
0.093 15.94m2 L2 

Cons

tant 

It 
solar 

irradiations 
hp/ft2   1413 watts/m2 P/L2 

Vari

able 

kalg_h 

amount 

chemicals 

being 

consumed 

lb/(cell

s*day) 

1e-6 

to 1e-

11 

kg/(cells*day) 

W/(ce

lls*da

y) 

Vari

able 

Np 
number of 

cells 

9.856 

E12 
none 9.856 E12 

# or 

cells 

Vari

able 

Ch 

amount of 

the chemicals 

to stop algae 

growth in the 

pool  

lb/gal 119  kg/m3 W/V 
Cons

tant 

ktemp 
proportionali

ty constant 

lb/(day

*F) 

4.54E

+01 
kg/(day*F) 

W/(T*

Temp) 

Vari

able 

decay 

affects the 

amount of 

chlorine 

  none     
Vari

able 

note: explanation of the 

descriptive units: 
     

V= volume, T= time, L=length, cells= amount of algae, W= weight or mass, 

P= power, Temp= Temperature in degrees Fahrenheit 
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Model Equations 

 

Primary model 

dN

dt
q n q n k C N k C N k A V

p

o o i i a a p h h p p pool wind       

 

Pool pump characteristics 

 

Flowrate conversion factor 

 

40 40
60

1

24

1 264
218

3 3gal gal

hr

hr

day

m

gal

m

daymin min

min
 * * *  

 

 

Initial Parameter Values 

n
N

V
p

p
  

n

n

i

o

  1 0 9 1. .  

  1 0 9
n

n

i

o

.

 
n np visible0 5b g . *

 

q
gal m

day
o  40 218

3

min
 

q
gal m

day
i  40 218

3

min
 

V gal m 7700 29 2 3.  

Apool ft m 17157 15942 2. .  

 

np
cells

gal

cells

m
0 640 10 168960 106 6

3b g  * *  

n
cells

gal

cells

m
o  1280 10 337920 106 6

3
* *  

n ni o 01. *  

f filter efficiency  0 9.  

 

Ca Subsystem  
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dC

dt
k A V k Na

wind pool wind aid p 
 

 

[ ]k
lb

gal
or

kg

m
wind 

3
 

Nutrients that are consumed by algae 

[ ]
* *

k
lb

cells day
or

kg

cells day
aid  b g b g

 

Factor that brings balance to kaCaNp 

[ ]
* *

k
gal

lb day
or

m

kg day
a  b g b g

3

 

Units of Ca 

 

[ C
lb

gal
or

kg

m
a ] 

3
 

 

Units of the term corresponding to nutrients being blown 

[ ]_m
lb

day
or

kg

day
dot a   

 

 

Ch Subsystem 

dCh

dt

m

V
k A I k N k decay T

dot h

sun pool t a ae h p temp water   
_

lg _ ( )
 

        

       Units of the derivative of Ch 

 

      

dC

dt

kgm

m day

m

V

h dot hL
NM
O
QP  

3 *

_
 

 

 

      Ch units 

      

kgm

m day

kgm

day

m3 3*
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C
kgm

m
or

lbm

gal
h 

3

 
         Factor that controls how fast chemicals are dispersed in the pool as the 

water circulates 

 

        PUMPOFF PUMPFACTOR 1 

        PUMPON PUMPFACTOR  28.  
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Decreases Ch 

 

    Factor that brings balance to the solar irradiation  
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     Consumption of the algae by the chemicals 
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     Consumption of the temperature water 
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     Effect of pool water temperature on chemicals 
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      Keeps the khChNp in Balance  
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Formula for calculating the monthly pump usage cost 

 

monthly t torun pump
hr

day

days

month
Hp

kW

Hp kwhr
cos * * *

.
*

$


74
 

 

Vwind Subsystem 

 

     Proportionality value keeps Vwind subsystem balanced 
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      Conversion of Wind data from knots to meters/day 

 

    

NOAA wind data July in Knots1 44448knots
meters

day
  

 

Compound and pH levels concentration that both types of algae have in 

common 

 

NaNO mM M mM3 2 94 880 24( . , ) , . greenalgae yellow algaeb g  

Na EDTA H O mM M mM2 22 2 117 012* ( , . ) , . greenalgae yellow algaeb g  

KCL mM mM(. ) , .67 13greenalgae yellow algaeb g  

yellow algae pH  6 7.  

greenalgae pH  68 6 2 8 0 7 0. , . , . , .  
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